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Part A : [Grammar]  
 

1.  Fill in the blanks with suitable words.                                                                                                   10x.5=5 
Dengue is a virus which is carried (a) ¾¾ Aedes mosquito. The dengue virus is spread by the bite of (b) 
¾¾ Aedes virus bearing mosquito. 50% of the countries in (c) ¾¾ world are suffering (d) ¾¾ this 
disease. Bangladesh is attacked by this dengue disease too. Here dengue is dangerous from June (e) 
¾¾ October when there is standing water in different places like pools or ponds or reservoirs. In this 
year (f) ¾¾ appears (g) ¾¾ our town (h) ¾¾ a dangerous disease. This year more than 15000 people 
were attacked by this disease and last year happened 10000 people. If one is attacked by this disease, 
we can see some symptoms such as high fever, severe headache, pain behind (i) ¾¾ eyes, nausea, 
swollen glands, muscle and joint pains, rash etc. As it is dangerous, we have to take necessary steps such 
as we have to keep our environment free (j) ¾¾ wasteful material and germs. So, all should be aware 
of it seriously. 
 
 

2. Complete the following text with right form of the verbs given in the box.                                           10x.5=5 
prosper connect pass attain establish bring obey perform comprise do 

Parents and children (a) — a family. They (b) — with one another by blood, love and affection. The 
children (c) — through the days of infancy without the loving care of their parents. It is the parents who 
(d) — them up, nurse them in sickness, give them proper education, help to get (e) — in the life. Parents 
have to (f) — their duties so that their children can (g) –– But children have certain duties to be (h) — by 
them for (i) –– prosperity. They must (j) ––  their parents.  
 
3. Change the sentences according to directions.                                                                                  10x1=10 
(a) How essential newspaper is for us! (Assertive)   
(b) Newspaper is a paper which carries news and views of home and abroad to us. (Compound)  
(c) Newspaper is such a thing without which we cannot go a single day. (Simple)  
(d) It is one of the most important things. (Positive)  
(e) Isn't it part and parcel in our day-to-day life? (Assertive)  
(f) Society, art and culture are upheld by newspaper. (Active)  
(g) Newspaper has removed global distance. (Passive)  
(h) But a newspaper is not without some disadvantages. (Affirmative)  
(i) Undoubtedly newspaper is a very useful thing. (Negative)  
(j) Newspaper has linked up one part of the world with another. (Interrogative)  
 
 

4. Complete the text adding suffixes, prefixes or the both with the root words.                                10 x.5=5 
Free handwriting improves your power of (a) — (imagine) —. You can develop your art of (b) — 
(present) —. To write on any topic you make a plan. You should not write in an (c) —(planned)  — way. 
You can develop your diction if you read books. (d) — (regular) — reading will not help you to improve 
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vocabulary. If you want to learn English, read English books more and more. Then try to write (e) ––  
(dependent) —. Vocabulary will (f) — (rich) — you in (g) –– (collect) –– of words you need to write and 
speak on any topics. You cannot make clear (h)–– (express) — of things unless you know enough words 
even if you are (i) –– (bless) ––with (j) –– (create) –– abilities. So, learn as many words as you can.  
 
 

 
5. Rewrite the following passage and punctuate where necessary.                                                              5 
dont mix with bad boys my father said to me you should read attentively as your examination is 
knocking at the door he said no i dont keep any bad company i have just asked him if he knows the date 
of examination i replied 
 

Part B: [Writing]  
 
6. Suppose you are the students of Bagerhat Zila School. You have a specious library. But the facilities 

are very poor. Now write an application to the Headmaster for increasing library facilities. [VNSC] 10                           
 
Suppose you are Faiz/Faiza a student of class ix of Bagerhat Zila School. Now write an application to 
the Headmaster for a seat in the school hostel. [ISC] 
 
Suppose you are the students of Bagerhat Zila School. You have decided to go on a study tour. Now 
write an application to the Headmaster seeking his permission to go on a study tour. [MGGHS]   
 
Suppose you are Rashed/Rasheda an inhabitant of Kachua Upazilla, Bagerhat. Now write an 
application to the Mayor of your locality to clean the wastage. [MGBHS]          
 
Suppose you are Rashed/Rasheda an inhabitant of Kachua Upazilla, Bagerhat. Recently a devastating 
flood has floated over your area. Now write an application to the Chairman for relief goods for the 
flood affected people. [MMSC] / [FISC]  
 
Suppose you are Rashed/Rasheda an inhabitant of Kachua Upazilla, Bagerhat. Now write an 
application to the Chairman repairing the damaged road. [WLFSC]      
 
Suppose you are the students of Bagerhat Zila School. Now write an application to the Headmaster 
for opening a common room. [RPLSC]        
 
Suppose you are the students of Bagerhat Zila School. Now write an application to the Headmaster 
for organizing a debating club. [KGGHS]         

 
7. Write a composition on                   12 

The Game you like Best    [VNSC] / [ISC] / [MGBHS] / [WLFSC]  
A journey by Boat     [MGGHS]  
Physical Exercise     [MMSC]  
The Importance of Reading Newspaper  [FISC]  
Wonders of Modern Science   [RPLSC]  
The Journey You Have Recently Enjoyed  [KGGHS]  

 


